
Systems transformation to match survivors’ resilience.

Business Description
Safe Neighbor is an innovative solution to expedite the movement of money to help victims of
crime quickly re-establish themselves in their communities.

Company Background
Safe Neighbor is led by co-founders Peg Hacskaylo and Christie Bevis, victim service and housing
professionals each with 30+ years’ experience, including advocacy for flexible funding to
support victims’ safety and stable housing. They recognize the promise, and complexity, of this
emergent practice and have created a solution to streamline its use by programs nationwide.

The Problem
Victims’ service programs are increasingly turning to direct cash assistance to support victims
recover from violence and restore their lives to safety and stability. However, these same
programs are frequently understaffed and overwhelmed with demand for services, and many
lack the necessary internal capacity to effectively administer that process. Safe Neighbor offers
a comprehensive solution to optimize giving out funding so programs can focus on what they
do best: helping victims be safe and whole.

Products and Services
Safe Neighbor enables swift, accessible, and manageable dissemination of financial assistance
to victims by:
➔ Aligning administration with best practices
➔ Increasing transparency and rapid support
➔ Facilitating real time mobile advocacy
➔ Ensuring accountability and good governance
➔ Protecting consumer confidentiality
➔ Enhancing matching for sourcing and eligibility, and
➔ Reducing time and resource constraints.

Systems transformation to match survivors’ resilience.



Traction
Safe Neighbor is currently in discovery and engagement with our target market and moving to

our next phase: creating a clickable prototype. From there, we will build our initial product to

be launched to our select beta group of victim service providers by early 2024.

Market
The Office for Victims of Crime has identified 12,000+ victim service providers in the US. Safe

Neighbor will initially capture 15% of that market, focusing on non-profit and governmental

agencies that serve victims of crime.

Competition
Fintech companies offer non-profit products in general, but there are a limited number of

victim-specific platforms with comprehensive functionality. Safe Neighbor offers a

cost-effective, comprehensive solution that benefits funders, programs and frontline staff alike.

Business Model & Distribution Channels
Safe Neighbor charges subscription fees to programs, initiation fees for charge cards, and
transactional fees based on usage. Customers are engaged through email and direct sales,
supplemented by content marketing.

Visit us at www.safeneighbor.com
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